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Home learning

Reading

Reading Introduction

Personalise this content

This page might include information about 

today’s lesson, such as the learning intention, 

and other information that is essential to the 

learning.  You might include examples or a 

link to an online resource or video.

Prior to reading the book, during your child’s RWI session the children have a speed sounds lesson. 
These are available online. Please follow this link https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/reading/reading-

schemes-oxford-levels/read-write-inc-phonics-guide/
When you follow the link you will have access to all the following;

• Join in the Set 3 Speed Sounds live lessons by Ruth Miskin Training, Monday to Friday, at 
10.30am (BST). You can sign up to either via this Facebook page or YouTube channel.

• Practise the sounds they have been taught from the My Sets 2 and 3 Speed Sounds eBook. (The 
book has notes for parents.)

• Read the eBooks at your child's particular level (I sent it in a private message).
• Practise reading the Speed Sounds speedily on the Set 3 Speed Sounds slideshow.

• When your child is confident and has finished reading the eBooks for a level, they can practise 
reading the words on the Speedy Green Word slideshow for that level.

When reading the books read the green words and red words with your child to set them up for 
success. Finally enjoy listening to your child read the story before sharing the questions at the back. 

In school your child would reread one book three times so it’s really important not to move on to 
quickly and to share the same book throughout the week to help your child develop their fluency 

with the sounds, words, story text and questions (understanding the content is crucial). If you need 
any further support please get in touch.

https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/reading/reading-schemes-oxford-levels/read-write-inc-phonics-guide/
https://ruthmiskin.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=6bde5b9423568e3565810e174&id=4505f7f823&e=3d2b84ebff
https://ruthmiskin.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=6bde5b9423568e3565810e174&id=a247a57208&e=3d2b84ebff
https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/reading/reading-schemes-oxford-levels/read-write-inc-phonics-guide/#set3
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/home/reading-site/find-a-book/library-page?view=image&query=&type=book&age_group=&level=&level_select=&book_type=&series=Read+Write+Inc.
https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/reading/reading-schemes-oxford-levels/read-write-inc-phonics-guide/#set3sss
https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/reading/reading-schemes-oxford-levels/read-write-inc-phonics-guide/#set3sgws
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Reading

Reading WAGOLLS and extra help

Personalise this content

This page might include a WAGOLL or 

anything else that might support the learning.

Top Tips

For Reading with Your Child at Home
• What is happening? Talk about what is happening in the pictures before you read the text. 

What can you see?
• Discuss the meaning of words. Use a dictionary to get your child used to exploring words for 

themselves.
• Make predictions. What do you think will happen next? What makes you think that?

• Discuss feelings. How do you think the characters are feeling? What has made them feel 
this way?

• Where is the story set? Have you read another story with the same setting? For example, 
'We're Going on a Bear Hunt' by Michael Rosen and 'The Gruffalo' by Julia Donaldson are 

both set in the woods.
• Discuss the problem in the story. What has happened? What went wrong?

• Discuss the resolution. How was the problem solved? Is there another way it could have 
been resolved?

• Fact or fiction? Is this book a story book or a non-fiction book? How do you know?
• What have you learnt? What do you know now that you didn't know before reading the 

book?
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Home learning

Maths Introduction

This week we are going to be learning all about Time.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5enDRrWyXaw

Have a go at this song to begin as I know you loved 

singing it in class.

Knowing the months of the year is important when 

writing the date.

I wonder if you can write them in the correct order.

Remember to check your spelling afterwards on the 

maths answer page.

Maths

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5enDRrWyXaw
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Home learning

Maths WAGOLLS and extra help

Maths

You might like to make 

your clock with stones, 

or you could use 

leaves.

Remember you will need a longer stick 

for the hour hand and a shorter stick for 

the minute hand.
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Home learning

Maths Task

Watch this video to help you with learning how to tell the time at 

different intervals.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8RJzoyIVzV8
Maths

Make a clock in your garden and practice telling the time in 

analogue and digital.

Have a look at the WAGOLLS to help you.

Can you make the times below.

* One O clock

Five O clock

Half past two

Half past ten

Half past twelve.

** Quarter past ten

Quarter past two

Quarter past nine.

Half past three.

Half past one.

*** Five past one

Twenty past three

Twenty-five to nine

Five to three

Quarter to ten

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8RJzoyIVzV8
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Literacy Introduction

Literacy

James and the Giant Peach!

We are going to be 
learning about 
minibeasts and 

creatures found in 
your garden through 

the story of
'James and the Giant 

Peach.'
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Literacy Task

Literacy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFoYB

O5ZFwo

Here is the link for the 
audiobook on you tube for 
James and the Giant Peach.

Read or listen to 
the first 2 chapters 
of the book.

* Task- Answer the 
questions from the table 
into your red book.

**Task -Answer the 
questions from the 
table in full 
sentences in your 
books.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFoYBO5ZFwo
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Topic Introduction

Topic

We wanted to give you more flexibility as to when 

you complete these activities, so we have put all 

the activities on one page.

Pick an activity each day, it is up to you when 
you complete them.

Our new topic is 'James and the giant peach'
We are going to base our topic activities around the book and 

Roald Dahl as we know how much you enjoyed this topic at the 
start of your year 2 learning.
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Topic WAGOLLS and extra help

Topic

This might help you 

with facts about Roald 

Dahl.

https://www.youtube

.com/watch?v=yQfv

woWszj

Literacy / ICT

Creative.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQfvwoWszjk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQfvwoWszjk
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Topic Task grid

Topic

The 3 little 
pigs’ Estate Agents.Literacy/ICT.

I wonder if you can 

remember any facts 

about Roald Dahl from 

our first topic in year 2.

*Can you create a 

fact file of facts about 

Roald Dahl.

**Use JIT 5 write in 

HWB

k

Physical / Science.
Go on a mini beast hunt in your garden 

what can you find. Put your information 

into a table (Can you design your own 

table for your finding) tally the number of 

mini beasts you have found.

** Put your work into a graph on HWB – JIT 5 

– graph.

Maths.
Make a mini beast using 

fruit or vegetables. Take 

a picture of your 

creation.

*Can you chop your fruit 

independently.

**Can you chop pieces 

into ½ and ¼

Creative.

Using a pebble if you 

have some.

Can you create the 

characters from the 

story?

If not, maybe you can 

find a different way.

Chalk them outside, 

draw on HWB, paint, 

sketch.Literacy/Creative

Can you be an illustrator and design your own 

book cover for James and the Giant peach.

** You might like to have a go at this on HWB 

JIT 5 paint.

ICT / Science.

Learn some facts about mini 

beasts.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bites

ize/topics/z6882hv/articles/z

9fkwmn

Physical.

You might like to have a go at some yoga. This 

has got lots of different ones linked to bugs.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qIT-9Nnlvn0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQfvwoWszjk
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z6882hv/articles/z9fkwmn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qIT-9Nnlvn0
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Maths Answers

Maths

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Remember they all 

need to start with a 

capital letter.
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Maths Introduction
This week we are learning all about Time.

I wonder if you can have a go at this game press the 

picture of the analogue clock then have a go at the 

digital.

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/time/teaching-clock

Click to reset the clock to 12 O clock.

You can then select different times for your child to 

complete.

Start from the bottom 1 hour + and work up to 

challenge yourself.

Maths

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/time/teaching-clock
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Maths WAGOLLS and extra help

Maths

Arthur – 7 o clock

Dennis and Gnasher 

unleashed! Quarter past seven

Little Big Awesome.

Twenty-five past seven.

Boy Girl Dog Cat Mouse Cheese

Twenty to eight.
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Maths Task
Remember we write analogue and digital time in different ways.

1 o clock 01.00 (13:00)

Half past 2 02.30 (14:30)

https://www.bbc.co.uk/schedules/p00fzl9r

Have a look at this tv schedules or use the one on your tv at home 

to write the analogue times.

* Look at o clock and half past programmes

** Look at o clock, half past, quarter past programmes.

*** See if you can have a go at all the times.

Maths

https://www.bbc.co.uk/schedules/p00fzl9r
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Literacy Task

Literacy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFoYB

O5ZFwo

Here is the link for the 
audiobook on you tube for 
James and the Giant Peach.

Listen to or read Chapter 11 
time 32.30 on the audio book.

* Make a list of all the 
creatures that James 
discovers inside the 
peach. Write them in 
order of when they are 
described.

** Make a list of all the 
creatures that James 
discovers inside the 
peach. Write them in 
order. Can you include 
the adjectives used to 
describe them or maybe 
think of your own 
adjectives.

What is an 
adjective?
- an adjective 
is a word used 
to describe an 
object, place 
or person.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFoYBO5ZFwo
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Maths Introduction
This week we are learning all about Time.

Maths

https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/116/telling-the-time

Have a go at playing this game.

Select your level of challenge start at 1 and work through them.

https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/116/telling-the-time
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Maths WAGOLLS and extra help

Maths
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Maths Task

Keep a diary of things you do at different times throughout the 

day.

*Draw a picture and write the time in analogue.

**Draw a picture, write the time in analogue and digital. Maths
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Literacy Task

Literacy

https://www.youtube.com/w

atch?v=gFoYBO5ZFwo

Task 1- Log in to Hwb using 
your login details in your red 

book.
• Once you are in click on menu 

and then j2e.
• Then click on jit 5.

• Once you are in look for the 
mix tab at the top of the 
page, (at the end on the 

right)click on it.
• Once you are in mix pick the 

option which allows you to 
draw and write .

Task 2 -
Draw a picture of one of the creatures 
that James meets and write a sentence 
about them.

Here is 
mix tab.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFoYBO5ZFwo


Home learning

Maths Introduction
This week we are learning all about Time.

Maths https://www.splashlearn.com/time-games

This a fun game although it will require you to set up an account.

https://www.helpfulgames.com/subjects/mathematics/tell-time.html

This game there are different level questions for you to select so you can choose 

your level of challenge.

Remember to always challenge yourself! 

As we learn from mistakes that we make.

Year 2 – Thursday 4th June 2020 – Maths introduction

https://www.splashlearn.com/time-games
https://www.helpfulgames.com/subjects/mathematics/tell-time.html
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Maths WAGOLLS and extra help

Maths

Activity Number of times in 1 

minute

Hopping

Jumping

Catching a ball

Bouncing a ball

Running (5m)

You might like to set 

your table out like this.

How many more activities 

can you think of.
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Home learning

Maths Task

Maths

Set a timer of 1 minute on a phone or stopwatch.
How many different activities can you do in 1 minute?
Remember 1 minute is 60 seconds.

Record your results in a table use the WAGOLL to help 
you.
**You might like to make your table on HWB.
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Home learning

Literacy WAGOLLS and extra help

Literacy
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Literacy Task

Literacy

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=gFoYBO5ZF

wo

Can you remember when we 
were learning about Samuel 

Pepys and his diary? 
If you remember we wrote our 

own diary pretending to be 
Samuel Pepys.

For this activity I want you to 
remember the features of a 

diary and write a diary 
extract for James.

(If you can't remember I will put a 
reminder on the WAGOLL page)

Write a diary entry for 
James. You can choose 
which part of the story 
you would like to write 
about.
Here are some ideas:-
• When James found the 

peach.
• When James met the 

old man.
• When James went inside 

the peach and met 
the creatures.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFoYBO5ZFwo
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Home learning

Maths Introduction
This week we are learning all about Time.

Play your favourite game from this week to practice 

telling the time. Or you might like to challenge yourself 

and explore a new game on topmarks.

https://www.helpfulgames.com/subjects/mathematics

/tell-time.html

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/Search.aspx?q=telling+ti

me

Maths

https://www.helpfulgames.com/subjects/mathematics/tell-time.html
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/Search.aspx?q=telling+time
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Home learning

Maths Task

Maths challenge cards. - We will post these on 

class dojo as they are a PDF file.

Maths
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Literacy Task

Literacy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFoYB

O5ZFwo

Here is the link for the 
audiobook on you tube for 
James and the Giant Peach.

Use this time to complete your diary 
entry for James.

If you have managed to finish it, well 
done!

I have posted a link to a Roald Dahl 
Comprehension activity you may enjoy, 

or you can continue to read 'James 
and the Giant Peach.'

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFoYBO5ZFwo

